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ABOUT THE
PROGRAM

A custom Trucking Program
that allows you to make
money daily, without the
hassle and headache of
managing all of the leg work.
Your earning potential within
the first year is between 100-
400k with very little overhead!
We have meticulously
complied all of the particulars
for you.

This is completely
unprecedented. The Turn Key
Trucking Program is like no
other! Why sign on with a
Broker who will take 60-75
percent of your load when you
can become the absolute Apex
yourself? Sign up now to start
earning!

Our clients see a
complete return in
their investment
within the first 6
months.

In the last couple of years
people have caught on to the
importance of Transportation.
Everyone wants to start a
Trucking Company, yet
statistically speaking 79% of
Trucking Start ups fail within
the first year. Very few people
know what it actually takes,
and how to be successful at it.
Thats here we come in.



INCLUDED  W/
PROGRAM

TURNKEY

As a new business, you want to stay

focused on your business. Our

initial set up packet comes

complete with everything you will

need to not only start, but soar! Our

Turn Key Staff Members will initiate

your launch by setting up your

entire company for you. This cuts

down on your time and energy.

Rest assured knowing our

professionals are here to make sure

you succeed!

.

With our Turn Key Program you

will not only survive, but thrive.

Your earning potential within the

first year is between 100-400k with

very little overhead! We are led by

some of the worlds top Trucking

Experts who have painstakingly

assembled a turn key program just

for you!

Authority

Audits

Back office

BOC-3

Dispatching

DOT Number

Drug and Alcohol consortium

Equipment / Tags

Fuel.

Factoring

IFTA

Insurance

Certificate of Insurance

Marketing Materials

Settlement

Employment Verification

UCR

W9



YOUR 
INVESTMENT

Our initial set up fee is $9,999.00.

Already have an Authority? We will

simply discount your set up

packet by $1499.00

We will pair you with up to 4

Owner Operators in the first year.

4 is the maximum as a new

member.

We equip you with policies and

procedures to pass along to them

to keep everything running

smoothly.

Each truck in your fleet is an added

cost to your initial packet of

$20,000.

Should you decide to add the

maximum number of trucks your

total is $90,000

Weekly trucks average between

$5-$8k per

week. Low end- $25k monthly.

High end - $32K per month.

Times that figure by 4

Low end- 100k -128k per month

gross.

As the head of the company, you

subtract a percentage of between 10-

30% from your Owner Operators as

your fee. So let’s say you decide to

take 20% from your Own Operator

who

consistently grosses 7k per week. After

1 month you will have profited $5600

(all

profit) from him. Now times that

figure by 4!

$5600 X 4 = $22,400 per month
(ALL PROFIT). 

We assemble the business and

provide your workforce. Less hassle,

more money! Sign up now!


